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METUS Advances Software-Driven IP Workflows with NewTek™ NDI™ 

Sunnyvale, Calif. – April, 2017 – METUS, a developer of professional audio/video recording and media 
asset management solutions, today announced support for software-driven IP workflows using NewTek 
NDI™. Joining the industry’s largest IP ecosystem of products and the rapidly expanding number of 
companies enabling IP-based customer workflows, Metus will integrate NDI into Metus INGEST to be 
recognizable as a source by other NDI-enabled applications and devices connected to a standard 
Ethernet local area network.  

NewTek’s royalty free NDI technology allows video and audio sources to be shared bi-directionally across 
a network, eliminating the need for costly direct connections, expensive cable runs, and infrastructure 
upgrades while turning every source into a destination instantly available anywhere on the network. 

With this advanced technological development implemented into Metus INGEST, customers can reduce 
or eliminate the hassle of SDI cabling and clumsy workflow while maintaining a high-quality video stream. 
This new feature brings many advantages, including: 

- NDI allows for a pure network based high quality stream workflow  
- Capturing from a single NDI video stream source into as many different target video formats as 

you wish on the fly and simultaneously with the flexible structure of Metus INGEST 
- Eliminating the need for a high-end workstation, simply use a laptop to capture and record your 

video sources     

“The NDI SDK was well structured and documented. Integration of the NDI SDK into Metus INGEST was 
smooth and quick. We even completed the development prior to planned time frame. NewTek has really 
done a good job,” said Mustafa KOK, project manager of Metus INGEST.  

“Software-driven IP workflows are quickly becoming ubiquitous in video production,” said Michael Kornet, 
executive vice president of Business Development for NewTek. “NDI-enabled products like Metus 
INGEST exponentially increase the video sources available for live production creating efficiencies and 
opportunities for customers that did not previously exist. NDI is the most widely adopted IP technology on 
the market, epitomized by the millions of customers with access to it today.” 

The NDI SDK is royalty free for any company looking to establish IP workflows within their organization, 
or in commercial products and applications they deliver.  

For more information on NDI, visit ndi.newtek.com. 

NDI is a trademark of NewTek, Inc. #NDIcentral 

For more information about Metus, visit metus.com. 

About METUS 

Metus is a leading developer of file based video management, transcoding and capture solutions. Metus-
powered solutions are now installed in 70+ countries with more than 850 clients. You can find Metus in 
virtually every industry but not limited to: Broadcast Television Stations, House of Worship, Law 
Enforcement, Military, Entertainment, Judicial, Post Production, Medical, Government, Corporate, 
Education, Satellite, Internet. 

The Metus team of talented broadcast engineers, software developers and network specialists are 
dedicated to deliver an easy to use, secure way to find and protect your media resources. Metus solutions 
allow you to focus on the creative job at hand. The company’s core products deliver next generation tools 
for recording, archiving, editing and distributing video, audio and images. 


